
      

NEW Manual Syringe Guns for glues & pastes 

New SyringeGun hand applicators are ideal for 

the controlled dispensing of gels, pastes, resins, 

glues, grease and many other fluids. A reusable 

dispenser in sizes 30cc or 55cc.  

Attach a clear, black or amber barrel, slot into the 

gun handle, squeeze the trigger for a powerful 7:1 

ratio leverage. Makes easy work of thick pastes 

and the ergonomic design does not wear the 

hands during use.  

Supplied as a single gun or with barrel, piston and 

tip kits. Covered by a 1 Year warranty and availa-

ble direct from stock. 

Typical applications include silicone RTV gasket 

beads, grease with brush tip nozzles, potting 

small components, applying shots of roach gels or 

bait pastes, repair work, re-work or field work. 

All guns are supplied with instruction guide.  
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Technical 

30cc Size Gun - AD730MSG 
30cc Size Gun with kit - AD730SGKIT 
55cc Size Gun - AD755MSG 
55cc Size Gun with kit - AD755SGKIT 
Length: 170mm 
Height: 145mm 
Weight: 100 grams 
Colour: Grey body/ black rod 
Warranty: 1 Year 



Manual Dispensers 

   Benefits 

    Portable - no air or battery required 

    Hold trigger for controlled “shot” 

    Reduces over application - less waste 

    Speeds up application of fluids  

    In 2 barrel sizes 

    Applies watery liquids to thick pastes 

    Robust build and design with 1 year cover 

    Ships direct from stock 
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Every gun is supplied with a barrel, piston, tip cap and tip. Kits 

are supplied with packs of each part.  

When the trigger is pressed, the rod moves 1/8” down (3mm) 

so a shot can be made. Repeat squeezing of the trigger is for 

making beads. 

The lever on the gun is lifted to easily pull the rod back when 

changing barrels. The barrel is attached to the gun by bayonet 

a slot in or a quick, secure, leak free seal. This gun does not 

use an O-ring seal so is low maintenance. 

Please contact us for options on barrel sizes, colours, tips and 

advice on accessories specific to your dispense applications. 


